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            Abstract
Social dilemmas occur when incentives for individuals are misaligned with group interests1,2,3,4,5,6,7. According to the ‘tragedy of the commons’, these misalignments can lead to overexploitation and collapse of public resources. The resulting behaviours can be analysed with the tools of game theory8. The theory of direct reciprocity9,10,11,12,13,14,15 suggests that repeated interactions can alleviate such dilemmas, but previous work has assumed that the public resource remains constant over time. Here we introduce the idea that the public resource is instead changeable and depends on the strategic choices of individuals. An intuitive scenario is that cooperation increases the public resource, whereas defection decreases it. Thus, cooperation allows the possibility of playing a more valuable game with higher payoffs, whereas defection leads to a less valuable game. We analyse this idea using the theory of stochastic games16,17,18,19 and evolutionary game theory. We find that the dependence of the public resource on previous interactions can greatly enhance the propensity for cooperation. For these results, the interaction between reciprocity and payoff feedback is crucial: neither repeated interactions in a constant environment nor single interactions in a changing environment yield similar cooperation rates. Our framework shows which feedbacks between exploitation and environment—either naturally occurring or designed—help to overcome social dilemmas.
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                    Fig. 1: In stochastic games, the decisions made by players in one round determine the game that will be played next round.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Stochastic games can promote cooperation even if all individual games favour defection.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Probabilistic transitions maximize cooperation in three different stochastic games.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Strong immediate feedback maximizes cooperation.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Our findings are robust with respect to parameter changes.
To test the robustness of our findings, we consider the stochastic game introduced in Fig. 2a and independently vary several key parameters. a, b, When we vary the benefit of cooperation in state 1, we find that the advantage of the stochastic game is most pronounced when this benefit is intermediate, 1.5 ≤ b1 ≤ 2.5. This conclusion holds independently of whether individuals use pure strategies only (a) or stochastic ones (b). c–f, We obtain similar results when we vary the error rate ε (c), the strength of selection β (d), the discount factor δ (e) and the mutation rate μ (f). In all cases, we observe that stochastic games yield a cooperation premium, provided that errors are sufficiently rare, selection is sufficiently strong, players give sufficient weight to future payoffs and mutations are comparably rare. Solid lines indicate exact results in the limit of rare mutations, whereas square symbols and dashed lines represent simulation results (see Supplementary Information for details). Filled circles highlight the results obtained for the parameters in Fig. 2a. As default parameters, we used the same values as in Fig. 2a: N = 100, b1 = 2.0, b2 = 1.2, c = 1, β = 1, ε = 0.001, δ → 1 and μ → 0.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Whether cooperation evolves in two-player games depends critically on the form of the environmental feedback.
Keeping the game parameters fixed at the values used in Fig. 2a, we explored how the evolution of cooperation depends on the underlying transition structure of the stochastic game in the limit of rare mutations (see Supplementary Information). a–h, We calculated the selection–mutation equilibrium for all possible stochastic games with two states when transitions are state-independent and deterministic. i, Overall, six of the eight transition structures lead players to spend more time in the more profitable state 1, in which mutual cooperation has a higher benefit. j, However, cooperation evolves in only two out of these six transition structures. These two structures have in common that mutual cooperation always leads to the beneficial state 1, whereas mutual defection leads to the detrimental state 2. Thus, cooperation is most likely to evolve if the environmental feedback itself incentivizes mutual cooperation and disincentivizes mutual defection. The transitions after unilateral defection have a less prominent role.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Analysis of the evolving strategies suggests that the evolution of cooperation hinges on the success of WSLS.
Here, we consider all state-invariant and deterministic stochastic games with two states and two players. a–h, For each of the eight possible cases, we recorded the evolving cooperation rate (lower plots) and the relative abundance of each pure memory-one strategy (upper plots) for different values of b1. For clarity, we depict only two memory-one strategies explicitly, All D (the strategy that prescribes to always defect) and WSLS. The colour-shaded bars on top of the upper plots show parameter regimes in which either All D or WSLS is most abundant among all 16 strategies. In four of the eight cases, we observe that full cooperation evolves as the benefit to cooperation in state 1 approaches b1 = 3. These are exactly the cases in which mutual cooperation leads players towards the more beneficial state 1. Moreover, in these four cases the upper plots show that cooperation emerges owing to the success of WSLS, which is the predominant strategy whenever cooperation prevails. Except for the value of b1, all other parameter values are the same as in Extended Data Fig. 2.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Effect of transitions on cooperation in four-player public-goods games.
We also explored the effect of different transition structures for stochastic games between multiple players (with a public-goods game being played in each state). State 1 is again more beneficial because r1 > r2, but to be in state 1 there must be a minimum number k of cooperators in the previous round. a–f, For a four-player public-goods game, there are six possible monotonic configurations of the stochastic game because k can be any number from 0 (players always move to first state) to 5 (players never move to first state). h, There is a non-monotonic relationship between the six transition structures and the time spent in the more beneficial state 1. g, The evolving cooperation rate becomes maximal when any deviation from mutual cooperation leads players to state 2 (e). Parameters are as in Fig. 2b, but with the multiplication factor in the first state fixed to r1 = 2 and selection strength β = 1; to derive exact results, we considered the limit of rare mutations μ → 0 (see Supplementary Information for details).


Extended Data Fig. 5 WSLS sustains cooperation in multiplayer public-goods games.
This figure is analogous to Extended Data Fig. 3 for the case of multiplayer interactions. Again, we show evolving cooperation rates and the relative abundance of All D and WSLS for the six state-independent and deterministic games in which transitions are monotonic. In five of these games, cooperation emerges once the multiplication factor r1 becomes sufficiently large. In all of those, WSLS is the most abundant strategy when cooperation evolves. Except for r1, all parameters are the same as in Extended Data Fig. 4.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Probabilistic transitions can further enhance cooperation.
a, Here, we explore in more detail the stochastic game introduced in Fig. 3a (see Supplementary Information for details), in which any defection always leads to state 2. After mutual cooperation in state 1, players remain in state 1 with certainty. After mutual cooperation in state 2, players move towards state 1 with probability q. b, Calculating the cooperation rate in the selection–mutation equilibrium in the limit of rare mutations shows that the highest cooperation rate is achieved for intermediate values of q. c, We recorded the abundance of all 32 memory-one strategies in the selection–mutation equilibrium. The most abundant strategy is either All D (for small values of q, as indicated by the red squares), WSLS (for small but positive values of q, green circles) or AWSLS (for all other values of q, yellow triangles; AWSLS is a more ambitious variant of WSLS, see Supplementary Information, section 4.1). d, To estimate the time that it takes each resident strategy to be invaded, we randomly introduced other mutant strategies and recorded how long it took until a mutant successfully fixed (that is, the number of independent mutant strategies introduced before the mutant strategy was adopted by the whole population). To obtain a reliable estimate, we performed 10,000 runs for each resident strategy. e, f, In addition, we recorded which strategy eventually reaches fixation if the resident applies either All D or WSLS when q = 1. Parameters: b1 = 1.9, b2 = 1.4, c = 1, β = 1, N = 100.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Players benefit from a small endogenous risk that the game stops early.
a, We consider the stochastic game in Fig. 3b, in which players remain in state 1 after cooperation, but move towards state 2 with transition probability q if one of the players defects. In state 2, no profitable interactions are possible. All results are discussed in detail in Supplementary Information; here we provide a summary. b, According to our evolutionary simulations, a higher transition probability leads to more cooperation. c, However, a higher probability q also makes players move to the second state if one of them defected merely owing to an error; hence, the dependence of payoffs on q is non-monotonic. d, e, When q is small, Grim is the predominant strategy. Players with this strategy cooperate until one of the players defects; from then on, they defect forever. As q increases, WSLS strategies take over. As q → 1, unconditional cooperation becomes most successful. f, For the given parameter values, a homogeneous Grim population achieves only one-third of the maximum payoff possible, because any error leads to relentless defection. The other three strategies result in the maximum payoff b1 − c for q = 0, but this payoff decreases with q. Parameters: b1 = 2, c = 1, δ = 0.999, ε = 0.001, β = 1, N = 100.


Extended Data Fig. 8 Immediate environmental feedback enhances cooperation.
a, We consider a state-dependent stochastic game with two players and three states. Mutual cooperation always leads players to move to a superior state (or to remain in the most beneficial state s1). Similarly, mutual defection always leads to an inferior state (or players remain in the most detrimental state s3). After a unilateral defection, players remain in the same state. We consider four different versions of this game, depending on how quickly the payoffs decrease as players move towards an inferior state. b, Our numerical results show that an immediate negative response of the environment to defection is most favourable to the evolution of cooperation. c, As a consequence, the scenario with immediate consequences also yields the highest average payoffs once the benefit in state 1 exceeds a moderate threshold. d–g, On the level of evolving strategies, we find that an immediately responding environment is most favourable to the evolution of WSLS strategies and strongly selects against defecting strategies. Again, the coloured bars on top of each panel indicate the strategy that is most favoured by selection for the respective value of b1 (see Supplementary Information for all details). Parameters: c = 1; b1 varies from 1 to 3; b2 is equal to c, (b1 + c)/2 or b1; and b3 is equal to either c or b1 depending on the scenario considered (as depicted in a); N = 100, β = 1, δ → 1, ε = 0.001.


Extended Data Fig. 9 Cooperation in stochastic games requires that players take future payoff consequences into account.
We repeated the numerical computations in Extended Data Fig. 8 for various discount rates δ. When players focus entirely on the present (δ = 0), cooperation evolves in none of the four treatments. As players increasingly take future payoffs into account, cooperation rates increase. Immediate payoff feedback is most conducive to cooperation across all values of δ considered. Except for the discount rate, parameters are the same as in Extended Data Fig. 8, with b1 = 1.8.


Extended Data Fig. 10 A systematic analysis of the expected game dynamics for different game payoffs.
Keeping the two-player game in state 2 fixed to the game in Fig. 2a, we varied the game that is played in state 1. We assume that payoffs in the first state are 1 (for mutual cooperation), S1 (for unilateral cooperation), T1 (for unilateral defection) and 0 (for mutual defection). Depending on T1 and S1, game 1 can be one of four different types: harmony game (HG), snowdrift game (SD), stag-hunt game (SH) or prisoner’s dilemma (PD); see Supplementary Information for details. For each of the eight possible state-independent transitions q, we systematically varied the temptation payoff T1 (x axis) and the sucker’s payoff S1 (y axis) in the first state (see Supplementary Information for details). For each combination of T1, S1 and q, we computed how often players cooperate in the selection–mutation equilibrium (left panels) and in what fraction of rounds they switch from one state to the other (right panels). a–c, e, Full cooperation can evolve when players find themselves in state 1 after mutual cooperation. d, f, Players learn to switch between states only when mutual cooperation leads to state 2 and mutual defection leads to state 1. g, h, In the remaining cases, players hardly cooperate. The payoffs in game 2 are the same as in Fig. 2a—a prisoner’s dilemma with b2 = 1.2 and c = 1. For the evolutionary parameters we considered population size N = 100 and selection strength β = 1.
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